
Head Treatment System
Installation Guidelines

Suggested tools and parts needed  for installation:

Knife, screwdriver, 4 x SS hose clips to suit.

NOTE:
H.T.S. is not recommended for use with pressurised
systems drawing from the on board fresh water tank.
Using anything but the H.T.S. toilet treatment tablet in
the device may cause damage.

1.  Identify the plumbing to the toilet pump and follow it to
the seacock.

2.  Close the seacock.

3.  Select an “easy access” location where the H.T.S. can
be mounted on any surface, adjusting the rotating  feet  to
suit the  angle keeping the H.T.S. upright. This enables
easy  replacement  of  the tablet.  Installationcan  be
anywhere in the pump inlet hose. The nearer the unit is
fitted to the seacock the better (but not closer than
300mm). If using the hose tails supplied, fit into the HT.S.
with silicon seal around the threads.Do not use PTFE
tape - Threaded pipe connections must be ½” N.P.T.

4.  (Is the seacock closed?) At the  chosen  installation
location, cut the inlet hose.

5.  If necessary, apply a small amount of liquid soap to
the H.T.S. hose tails, this will allow the hoses to slide
more easily.

6.  Slide the hose ends all the way up the hose tails and
double clamp each end with stainless steel hose clamps.

7.  Remove the H.T.S. cap (anticlockwise) and insert a
treatment tablet

8.  Replace the cap “finger tight” plus a 6mm turn 
     (clockwise).

9.  Open the seacock and pump the toilet pump until
water appears in the bowl. Check for leaks around
cap, ‘O’ ring and hose clamps:
It will take approximately ½ to 1 hour before attaining
results from the H.T.S.

10. The amount of inlet water treatment is ad-
justable by way  of  bushings,  over  the  inlet  pipe.
(This pipe and bushings are under the tablet) These
partly cover the inlet/outlet holes and slide to alter the
amount of through flow.

Use a screwdriver to slide the bushings. Open holes to
increase treatment. Close holes to smaller opening to
reduce treatment or if  tablet is dissolved too quickly.

The unit is factory set with both holes ‘half’ closed.

To replace the H.T.S. Tablet

1.  Close the inlet seacock. Remove the cap from
H.T.S. (anticlockwise) and  pump the toilet slowly. This
removes excess liquid from the cylinder of the treat-
ment device.

2.  lnsert the new H.T.S. tablet Replace the cap “finger
tight” plus a 6mm turn (clockwise).

Please do not remove the dissolvable wrapper

3.   Open the inlet seacock, pump the toilet and enjoy
an odour free toilet system.

LeeSan Safety Advice!
Always close seacocks when leaving
your boat unattended!
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